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Theory Overview
- Emotions and “Affect” have been 

notoriously difficult subjects to study 
in neuroscience

- This led to development of new 
theories, psychological and 
neuroscientific

- One of these was the Component 
Process Model proposed by Klaus 
Scherer (A former UNIGE professor)

- It falls into a constructionist view of 
emotions which asserts that we use 
information around us and in us to 
create our own affective states

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Began with investigations into distinct emotions (ie happiness, sadness, anger, etc) that Ekman (prominent emotional psychologist) and others discoveredQuickly realized though, that in the brain, at least looking through fMRI, these emotions all look strikingly similar, they’re activating similar regions over similar timespans, making it hard to separate one emotion from another (doesn’t really make sense tho right? We experience these emotions as so distinctly different so how can they be so similar in the brain?)Creation of the Valence-Arousal model, many others and has sort of tail-spun into this big philosophical, scientific debate that we aren’t very close to answering. HoweverKlaus Scherer proposed his Component Process Model which incorporates more than just our cognitive experience of the emotions and looks also at our physiology, facial expressions, as well as our motivation states and subjective feelingWalk through the theory with an example (Dropped ice cream cone), what’s my appraisal, how does that then impact each of the four components and then those lead me to an emotion
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Study Aim

“To link components of emotions to functional brain 
systems and test whether multicomponent patterns of 

responses can predict discrete emotions”

What does that mean?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Basically, we want to look at which parts of the brain, which neural circuits, are responsible for each of those four components of emotion (physiology, subjective experience, expression, and action tendency) and once we’ve identified those, can we use them to reliably predict distinct feelings that people are having? So, think of it like an equation - If there is activity relating to physiology happening in the amygdala and the pons in the brainstem, and subjective experience happening in the dmPFC, and expression happening in this section of the sensorimotor cortex with action tendency activity in the OFC and the dlPFC that equals happiness, or something of that nature. This would allow us to move past the current roadblock in affective neuroscience where we can’t tell one emotion from another in people’s brainsAnalyses working on network levels and functional connectivity - machine learning
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Methodology
- We are using a somewhat novel 

approach with a VR task being the 
emotional stimulus for participants

- They navigate the space, facing 
enemies and gaining rewards with 
each of these designed to create 
expectations and then reactions based 
on appraisals

- They then have to report their 
emotions at various points throughout 
the task

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VR for fMRI is just coming into research practice as it is somewhat hard to get the environment we want inside the giant tube where no metal can go, but there is a paradigm that was developed in the US in 2022 that we are basing the study off of (when we get there)The participants eventually form associations and expectations based on the cues around them, and we are interested in how they then respond (what are their appraisals and reappraisals in the brain looking like) when those expectations are violated or they’re surprised (what does this process look like in the brain, what is activated when they’re faced with this situation)The reporting of emotions then lets us index how they are feeling compared with what their brains are doing and trying to draw correlates between the two eventually. As of now, we are through three pilot runs - basically doing dry runs with participants not in the scanner, but making sure that we are eliciting emotion and appraisal responses in the way that we want to before we spend time and money putting them through the scanner. There’s a chance we’ll have to do one more, and then looks like actual scanning will begin in late November or December.
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- They then have to report their 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Methodology
- We are using a somewhat novel 

approach with a VR task being the 
emotional stimulus for participants

- They navigate the space, facing 
enemies and gaining rewards with 
each of these designed to create 
expectations and then reactions based 
on appraisals

- They then have to report their 
emotions at various points throughout 
the task

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reporting of emotions then lets us index how they are feeling compared with what their brains are doing and trying to draw correlates between the two eventually. As of now, we are through three pilot runs - basically doing dry runs with participants not in the scanner, but making sure that we are eliciting emotion and appraisal responses in the way that we want to before we spend time and money putting them through the scanner. There’s a chance we’ll have to do one more, and then looks like actual scanning will begin in late November or December.Include rationale for including the different emotional selections based on previous research and model (check ppt)
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How it fits
- As with all research, this is an iterative 

process, so beginning by looking just 
at what the neural correlates of CPM 
are

- Long term, if the results of this do 
indeed come back promising, the 
research would then move towards 
creating that recipe book of emotions 
based on neural activity

- These of course, would be the ideal 
results, but we’ve dealt with struggles 
throughout

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While there’s been some research into this already, a lot of it has focused on appraisal and reappraisal within the context of emotion regulation, so changing our thinking and feelings to create more healthy mental spaces (think Cognitive Behavioral Therapy) and less so on the intrinsic machinery that build our initial appraisals within the contexts of our affect We haven’t done enough research looking at how the brain creates those first appraisals and whether or not these ingredients are involvedBecause individually we have some ideas of what brain areas are involved in each of the four components, but what is the process of integration (or is there even evidence, neuroscientifically, of their integration)With the pilot studies, we’ve tried to eliminate the errors we’re having, but originally the VR game was a bit too easy, leading to decreased motivation and engagement, the timing on our questionnaires was not quite right and not measuring what we wanted it to for a bit. This latest round of pilots is showing promising results though.
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Personal 
Reflection

- Established new personal and professional relationships 
with good people

- Helped me to clarify my research interests and begin 
thinking about what I want my own graduate school 
experience to look like

- Gained a lot of behind the scenes access looking at 
troubleshooting experimental processes and how to ask 
questions and use measures with intention and accuracy

- Picked up MATLAB and rudimentary Python coding skills
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Thanks!
Credit: Martina Nonni, Patrik Vuilluemier
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